
Canonbury Home Learning 
Year 6 Writing Lesson 2 Tuesday 5th May 2020 LO:  

TBAT select use the appropriate grammatical feature 

  

Task (with links): 

 

1) Watch the highlights of the 

Lionesses’ games against 

Japan and USA. Think about 

the thoughts and feelings of 

the players.  

 

https://youtu.be/K8DdNV55Z

OY 

 

https://youtu.be/bbBiX-IGPBo 

 

 

2) Look carefully at the 

sentences and record them 

in your home learning books 

or copy and paste them onto 

a word document.  

 

3) Choose the most informal 

and chatty verb or adverb to 

add in the spaces in the 

sentences- if you can think of 

your own, go for it!  

 

EXT: Write 3-4 of your own 

dairy style sentences about 

the USA game, using the 

chatty informal vocabulary.     

1) What a game! Before the match, I’d been feeling confident but I knew Japan would __________________ . 

 

compete aggressively   play well   attack hard  

 

2) I couldn’t believe it when Lauren _______________, the Japanese keeper did well though. 

messed her chance up   failed to score   didn’t get the goal 

 

3) In the first half, Japan had so many chances, I ______________ worried that we’d lost it and that would 

have been the worst!  

began to feel    started to get   really felt  

4) We only had 8 minutes left but I was __________________ to get a goal, I could hear Steph and the gaffer 

shouting at us to keep going.  

incredibly resolute            so determined                     really desperate 

 

5) Amazingly the Japanese defender made a massive mistake right next to the goal, Toni ______________ the 

ball and passed to me.  

quickly snatched    immediately acquired  luckily got  

 

6) Everything went silent for a second and I ___________________________________ this was my chance.  

honestly comprehended     totally knew    genuinely believed   

 

7) _________________________ the ball; even though the keeper was close, she couldn’t get to it- I’d scored! 

Dexterously, I struck   Without thinking, I kicked    Heart pounding, I booted    

https://youtu.be/K8DdNV55ZOY
https://youtu.be/K8DdNV55ZOY
https://youtu.be/bbBiX-IGPBo

